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Important updates
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21st May
The Feast of
the Ascension
Let us continue his
work as he commanded
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A huge congratulations to
Benjamin Dzah in year 10 who
has been accepted on to
Imperial College,
London's Insights into Science
and Engineering Summer
School (which is being delivered
remotely this year due to
corona).

SOCIAL MEDIA CATCHUP
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Chaplaincy Corner
- Mrs. Grierson. Chaplain

A POP OF
POSITIVITY
WHAT'S BEEN YOUR SOURCE OF HAPPINESS &
LAUGHTER THIS WEEK?
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My family,
because they
make me laugh
everyday and
they also make
jokes everyday to
keep me sane
everyday.

Chantelle
Seeing everyone clap
for the NHS every
Thursday.
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Kevin
Playing with my
younger sister

Chenna
Receiving stars
for my school
work.

Febylin
Completing my
assignments for
the week.

Natalia S.
I had a good
conversation with my
family and every one
was laughing
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Looking after your mental health during lockdown
It's Mental Health Awareness Week and, whether or
not we've experienced mental health problems
before, this is a really difficult time for almost all of
us. Many of us are feeling the strain of being kept
apart from friends, family and loved-ones, while the
backdrop of coronavirus can be scary and unsettling.
This year's theme is kindness .
Click Here for this week's newsletter where we
explore how you can be kind to yourself and others.

ART & PHOTOGRAPHY

Chantelle Berlin, yr 11

Anna Rees, yr 11

Aleksandra Pietak, yr 11

Ted Trivuncic, yr 8

ART & PHOTOGRAPHY

Patrick McCormack, yr 8

Nikolas Gauba, yr 8

Ramiyah Bamgbose, yr 8

Victoria Chamulak, yr 8

Wiktoria Matejek, yr 8
Moriah Tesfai, yr 8

Chinedum Onunkwo, yr 8

Katrine Otomewo, yr 8

Milena Sokolowska, yr 8

Tyrees Argha, yr 8

Amelia Wales, yr 8

Victoria Chamulak, yr 8

Maria Baleanu, yr 8

Zackary Rebello, yr 8

Allison Teves, yr 8

Ramiyah Bamgbose, yr 8

Emilia Biedrowska, yr 8

Erin Gallagher, yr 8

Dylan Giraldo, y7

Laura Kasprzyk, yr 8

David Rezler, yr7

Anabel Chinedu, y7

Abi SIvakumar, yr 8

Maria Baleanu, yr 8

Chelsy Shotikare, yr7

Julia Matejek, y7

Sinead Keegan, y7

Nathan Chan, yr 8

Milena Sokolowska, yr 8

Dovydas Simkus, yr 8

Giulia Distefano, yr 8

Mariya Katerina Leybak, y7

Naomi Holness, yr 7

Zoe Aslam, y7

Lewis Benjamin y7

Ms Ttofi, Manager of Bethany Room

MATHS

5 Famous men who love Maths
Brian May
Maybe one of the more surprising celebrities to be on our list; the guitarist for
possibly the most famous group to date, “Queen”. May has an education that most
people would be jealous of. Whilst studying Physics, Mathematics and Applied
Mathematics at ‘A’ Level, he went on to study mathematics and physics at Imperial
College, London. What may come as a surprise, is that before becoming a huge hit
with “Queen” Brian May was a mathematics teacher! He emphasises the importance
of making maths enjoyable. “If you can improve the image of maths, it seems like a
good scheme to me. I was lucky because my dad did it for me, he made it fun. If you
can make it fun, you’re home and dry.”

Michael Jordan
Often described as the greatest ever NBA player, Michael Jordan, perhaps more well
known for his basketball ability, studied Mathematics until his junior year at college.
With all college players having to pass Maths and English at college to play on the
team, Jordan excelled in Mathematics and his enjoyment for the subject was
reflected in his class choices. Lucky he was good with numbers, as Michael Jordan
happened to be the highest paid earner and one of only 2 players ever (Kobe
Bryant) to earn over $30 million in one year!!

Glen Johnson
The former Liverpool and England full back, came as a surprise. Johnson in his down
time from playing is studying for his Mathematics degree at the Open University.
Johnson admitted that he was a good mathematician at school but football got in
the way of him studying the subject further.

Rowan Atkinson
Prior to starring in the Blackadder series, Rowan Atkinson believed his future lay in
electrical engineering. He gained the highest marks at Newcastle University before
going on to Oxford in 1975, where he studied for an MSc in electrical engineering.
This is where Rowan met Richard Curtis who wrote the Blackadder series and is what
shot in into the limelight. Who would have thought the Mr Bean would have a
mathematical related degree.

Dennis Bergkamp
What is it with famous faces and engineering degrees? This time it’s Mechanical
Engineering, which is what Dutch footballing legend Dennis Bergkamp managed to
gain a degree in from the University of Bath at the same time as playing for both
Arsenal and the Dutch international team.

"We know what we are, but not what we may be"
- William Shakespeare

This quote means that we know what we know what we are and know many
things we have been but we don’t know what the future could hold for us and
what we could be in the future. This means that the future is a surprise for us
but is something we can make great and something where we can actually
achieve anything and follow our dreams. If your past hasn’t been the best, you
can make a positive change to your future.

We know what we are, but know not what we may be poem
We know who we are
We know what we have been.
We know the past
And we know what we have seen.
But we do not know who we could be...
We do not know what the future could hold.
We do not know what could happen
We do not know how the future could unfold.
Many could be stuck Living in despair,
But only you can change this Make the future fair.
You can achieve anything
You can follow your dreams.
You can be anything
You can make your future gleam.
No matter who you are
And no matter what happens.
We can be who we want to be;
Only you can find your future!
- Athena Savva

ENGLISH

ENGLISH CONT.

ENGLISH
By Jakub Patla, 10I

HOSPITALITY & CATERING
Students have been working hard to complete their online training course
on Food Allergies. Their teachers also joined in for moral support.
They have been awarded certificates from the Food Standards Agency.
Congratulations to all!

Connor Stapleton
Miracle Mulamba
Abigail Kangethe
Noah Bruce
Aiesha O’Garro
Quintin Ata-Gyamfi
Burang Sylva
Shawn Edwards
Caroline Jonkute
Kareem Clarke
Chloe Okyere-Nyarko
Jessica Marfo
Precious Asiedu
Stephanie Nwajagu
Sharon Davies
Elizabeth Asolo
Tatiana Serwaa Boateng
Jessica Blackson
Elisjana Puci-Di Domenica
Ms Salahi
Joshua Onunkwo
Ms Cameron-Marques
Emilia Watson
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Please inform Mrs Warwick if you book any sessions, so we can credit
you, and contact her if you have difficulty booking

mrs.warwick@holyfamilycatholicschool.co.uk

These talks are available for free to all year groups

Join 10 minutes before the VTALK to be ready
You can join without needing an account
They have a whole library of past talks you should
check out here

Instructions can be found here

YEAR 8

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

9AN
• Shawn Edwards - Well done for
completing and passing the Food
Standards Agency; Food Allergy online
training course! Congratulations on
receiving your certificate! Proud of
you!
• King David Boachie - Excellent
participation in English session
9I
• Kyle Campbell Excellent participation
in English session.
• Solange Neda Amoah - Excellent
participation in English session.
• Khalil Smith - Excellent participation
in English session

UNTIL
1ST JULY 2020

FREE ACCESS TO THE ONLINE
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA SCHOOL
THIS SITE WILL BE EXTREMELY
HELPFUL WITH RESEARCH HOMEWORK
THE PERFECT OPPORTUNITY TO
LOOK UP THE THINGS YOU'VE
ALWAYS BEEN INTERESTED IN
AND FIND ANSWERS TO
QUESTIONS YOU HAVE HAD FOR
A LONG TIME!

TO ACCESS, GO TO:
WWW.SCHOOL.EB.CO.UK
ID: HFCSASF
PASSCODE: ACCESS

CELEBRATE YOUNG PEOPLE WHO HAVE
DONE GOOD THINGS, INSPIRED BY FAITH,
FROM YOUR SCHOOL OR PARISH.

SHARE THE GOOD NEWS
Our screens have been filled with images of politicians and
scientists; yet we know many young people have been brilliant
in their creativity and compassion over the last two months

A video of no more than 3 minutes in length, sharing a story
of kindness, creativity, helpfulness or courage during the
lockdown/isolation period.
It could be that you narrate over pictures of what a young
person has done, or that they tell their own story, or a bit of
both.
Please film in landscape (with the phone horizontal).
Please include a sentence or two about the particular
inspiration of faith – maybe it is a Saint that inspired them,
or a line from the Bible, or an understanding of what it
means to live in a Christ-like way. Keep it as natural as
possible – let them share in their own words rather than
scripting anything.
As it will generally be teenagers who see such videos via our
social media, it will be ideal if this is “peer to peer”; the
young person featured should be roughly 13-23 years old.
Please ensure you have their permission for the video to be
shared. Email the video to
frdominic@dioceseofbrentwood.org
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Katrine O.,
Samuel H.,
Wiktoria M.,
Zackary R.,
Francis W.

Danice O.,
Cino J.,
Yu Ruo C.

Angel K.,
Gabriel L.,
Eva P.,
Jayden A.,
Zachary R.,
Wiktoria M.

Aaliyah H.,
Yu Ruo C.
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